We want every moment at SIUC to be memorable, but sometimes we forget. Occasionally, it's because of an over-indulgence in weekend activities. Regardless, time here just goes by too fast.

As we stroll up to the stage and grasp that fancy, empty envelope (the real one comes in the mail after the parking tickets are paid), our college life will flash before our eyes. Well, at least the parts that we can remember.

We'll never forget the time we fell in love. Our would-be sweetheart wowed us with a smooth look. Or were they beckoning a more attractive person we couldn't see? Our hearts have been broken, mended and broken again. Here, there was always someone who would understand.

We'll everlastingly remember our friends. Friends in college are people who have acquired the same drinking habits, taste in movies or video games. Our lives wouldn't have been the same without them. When times got rough, they would lend a hand, and if need be, carry us home at night. We spent nights awake together cramming for tests and writing papers.

Our families provided some of us with the income we needed. For others, they did it alone, and for that we applaud their strength and willingness to succeed. But even if the parents didn't support us with financial assistance, most did with the loving support that was needed most.
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Graduate School
Doctor of Philosophy
Jamal Ahmed Al-Abd
Engineering Science, Dr. Kourosh Fatemi
Contact Characteristics and Their Contribution to Dynamic Instability of Mechanical Systems with Passive Controls
Paul J. Cijek
Business Administration, Dr. Arsalan Al-Rahman
Electronic Information Intermediation and Knowledge Integration: What Promises an Exploratory Study in the Clinical Decision-Making Context
Daniel E. Breast
Business Administration, Dr. Raisch A.
Readability of Financial Statement Footnotes: Disclosures: A Multidimensional Investigation and Analysis
Vincent J. Orzalli, Jr.
Education-Educational Administration, Dr. Maryville E. Eakin
Student Satisfaction at Southern Illinois University Carbondale
Sarah J. Daid-Hejaj
Political Science, Dr. William S. Turley
The Paradox of Women and Career: The Implications of Gender and Society-Building Measures: Is Peace a Prerequisite for Peace?
David A. Chan
Psychology, Dr. Brenda O. Gilbert
An Explanation of the Relationship Between Spirituality and Emotional Well-Being
Patrick A. Ors
Education Workforce Education and Development, Dr. Celia M. Baker
A Case Study Performance Evaluation as a Cultural Change Tool
Jennifer S. Phung
Psychology, Dr. David L. DiLalla
Help Seeking and Personality among College Students
Kristin Olarhein Setzekorn
Business Administration, Dr. Arsalan Al-Rahman
A Critical Appraisal of the Impact of IT Value-Contingent Effects of Business Complexity and Coordination Strategy
Rhonda Kay Shiu
Speech Communication, Dr. David A. Ruth
All I Really Need to Know in Korea I Learned from a Drag Queen: A Master for Student Singers
Tony Fung
Business Administration, Dr. Suresh K. Tadika
Customer Evaluation of Internet-Based Service Quality and its Impact on Re-Use Intentions: A Case Study
Nina Towai
Psychology, Dr. Barbara J. Yanico
Asian Indian American Clients Presenting at a University Counseling Center: An Exploration of Their Concerns and a Comparison to Others
Philip R. Cramer
Philosophy, Dr. Kenneth W. Ruberson
Freedom, Affordability, and Moral Value
David A. Vincent
Business Administration, Dr. Arlyn J. Michel
Effective Use of Corporate Information Privacy Policy on Employees' Privacy Attitudes (Matters)
Michele Wilkes-Carzi
Speech Communication, Dr. Mary Lou Higgerson
Student Motivation: An Assessment of What Motivates Today's College Students in the Classroom
Roman M. Chong-Wong
Business Administration, Dr. Arsalan Al-Rahman
Towards a Component-Based Approach to Software Engineering for Knowledge Intensive Systems: Applying the Task-Structure Approach to Develop a Knowledge-Based System for the Interdict Risk Assessment Audit Tool
Xinhong Zheng
Chemistry, Dr. John A. Koszepi
Evaluation of Chromosome Contamination Status Using Thermography: Mechanisms and Applications to ICP-AES and ICP-MS

Doctor of Rehabilitation
Wesley Scott Forte
Rehabilitation, Dr. Roger L. Popenoe
Cyber-BRD: Relaxation for Computer Induced Stress
Sayan Siskin
Rehabilitation, Dr. Anthony Curo
Towards a Fluid Approach in Student Singers
Using Auditory Means of Non-Fourth Functional Frequencies: Fitting, Slowing, and Harmonizing-Ot-Harmonic Voice

Master of Accountancy
Anna Tara DeWeese
Accountancy
Chad-Wham Kim
Accountancy
Taimy Richard Eyrard
Accountancy

Master of Arts
Anna Elia Alcina
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Leah Michelle Arndt
Anthropology
Yuja Cheng
Psychology
Dana Leigh Cunningham
Psychology
Roger W. Etter
Administration of Justice
Minnette Brown Edwards
Psychology
Michael William Emerson
History
Cynthia Joan Gandolfo
Psychology
Trinidad Haunani
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages and Dialects: Language and Literature
Angela Aragon Jaccks
English
Sarathika Karthi
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Jay Bradley Luson
History
Jennifer J. Lerner
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Jameh Hish Lohner
History
Shu-Ling Lin
Language
Lillian L. Londer
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Eliss Lawrence Makes
Media Communication and Media Arts
Curriculum and Instruction
Lingua Franca Languages and Literature
Matthew John Oiler
History
Angela Kay Palmer
Anthropology
Tasha Pope
Administration of Justice
Delmy Xiomara Peraza
Journalism
Lindsay Stapleton Robertson
Administration of Justice
William Nae Rodrigues
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages and Curriculum and Instruction
Yamila Iglesias
Administration of Justice
Jung Hee Song
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Lindsay Smolcton Robertson
Administration
William Noc Rodriguez
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages and Curriculum and Instruction
Yumiko Sagiri
Administration
Jung Hee Song
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Hideki Tanaka
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages and Curriculum and Instruction
Stephanie Uline Utley
English
Courtney Ann Wint
English
L'ltanya Renee Yarbrough
Administration of Justice

Master of Business Administration
Jessica Alexandria Alexander
Business Administration
Mohammad Ali Mohamad Farouk
Business Administration
LaCreta M. Munday
Business Administration
Faguye Ndaye
Business Administration
Woo Soo Sonders-Ng
Business Administration
Linus Felipe Vences
Business Administration
WilliamThreadId Robinson
Business Administration
Karen King Hang Shee
Business Administration
Perry Yu Keung Sit
Business Administration
Brandon L. Swendsen
Business Administration
Jane Elise Swedby
Business Administration
Freddie Edward Tajb
Business Administration
Mike Li-Tor Tin
Business Administration
Mary J. Wallace
Business Administration
Avery Sue Wah Wong
Business Administration
Vok Loo Wong

Malala J. Munday
Business Administration
Papeye Ndaye
Business Administration
Woo Soo Sonders-Ng
Business Administration
Linus Felipe Vences
Business Administration
William Threadi Robinson
Business Administration
Karen King Hang Shee
Business Administration
Perry Yu Keung Sit
Business Administration
Brandon L. Swendsen
Business Administration
Jane Elise Swedby
Business Administration
Freddie Edward Tajb
Business Administration
Mike Li-Tor Tin
Business Administration
Mary J. Wallace
Business Administration
Avery Sue Wah Wong
Business Administration
Vok Loo Wong

Need a Job for Spring Semester?
How about a job that Nally makes a difference In someone's life?

Center for Comprehensive Services
will be hiring PBM, part time and full time
positions open for evening, overnight and weekend shifts for Spring 2001 semester
For the past 22 years, Center for Comprehensive Services has provided residential rehabilitation services for adults and adolescents with brain and spinal cord Injuries. We invite you to join our team. It's a great place to work and learn. We offer $6.25 an hour to start. Requires High School diploma or C.E.D., a valid Illinois drivers license with 3 years driving experience, an acceptable driving record and a desire to work in a team environment.
Get Paid For 40 Hour Training
Spring Training Class Begins Monday 1/8/01
Apply in person at Center for Comprehensive Services
108 West MI
Carbondale, IL
An Equal Opportunity Employer
www.ccm-saluki.com

OFFICIAL PIZZA OF THE SALUKIS
549-1111
WWW.PAPAJOHNS.COM

PAPA JOHNS
PIZZA

FINALS SPECIAL
FINALS SPECIAL
One Small
Two Small
&
&
One Drink
Two Toppings
&
&
$4.99 OR $7.99

After a night they can't remember, comes a day they'll never forget.

DECEMBER 15 ONLY IN THEATERS

ASHTON KUTCHER
SEANN WILLIAM SCOTT

WE'RE NOT INerguson ・ DISTRICT

WHERE'S MY CAR?
DECEMBER 15 ONLY IN THEATERS
All The Best from the Kroger Folks...

Christmas SALE

11 TO 15-0Z. CANS SELECTED VARIETIES
FOR
SAVINGS UP TO .44 EA.

16-OZ. Pkg. Garden Salad Time Salad
SAVINGS UP TO 1.27

COOK'S WHOLE Semi-Boneless Ham
LB.
.99

SAVINGS UP TO 1.58 LB.

1 Lb. Pkg. Vegetable Mix
Blue Bonnet
FOR
SAVINGS UP TO .30 EA.

CAL. REG. KROGER Orange Juice
FOR
SAVINGS UP TO .89 EA.

12-Oz. Cans Oil Spread Peppers
12-Pack Pepsi
FOR
SAVINGS 1.29 EA.

GRANFED CHOICE 14-LB. Round Steaks
FOR
SAVINGS UP TO 1.30 LB.

BRAN BONDED Marlboro Cigarettes
FOR
SAVINGS UP TO 50¢ EA.

IILLINOIS STORES ONLY

DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S COUPONS
TOP CASH FOR BOOKS

BOOK STORE

We’ll pay top cash for your textbooks, no matter where you bought them.

Reserve Your Textbooks Now for Spring Semester

Great Savings on SIU Apparel

NOBODY BEATS 710
Bachelor of Science

Venessa Noel Ballmann
John Michael Bates
Courtnay Valmire Brown
Hubert Gay Cate, Jr.
Ryan Leighdon Deen
Thomas Brian Derenne
Daniela Daggett Dunwoody
Ryan R. Durluf
John Robert Eager
Anthony Patrick Keck
Carla Larrone Leary
Elizabeth A. McMillen
Marie Antoinette Meyers cum laude
Ryan Paul Michael magna cum laude
Mallory Rhonie Penning
Taty J. Percher
Lloyd P. Pettey
Rebecca Lea Puglia
Shoshine Elizabeth Raymond summa cum laude
Matthew Clinton Roesler
Ted Schroeder
Shane Joseph Simmons
Dominika Styczynski
Sang Y. Yoon
Michael Dietter Stramm
K. Beer Vennos
Avery Christian Williams
Melanie Roth Young

College of Science

Bachelor of Arts

David T. Arnold
Michael Robert Austin, Jr.
Yakita N. Benderov
Amber Renee Boning
William Sean Brown cum laude
Kelly Dawn Challen
Jennifer Lee Chumley
Anders Michelle Clifton
Ryan Seth Dinkeldein
Johanna H. Djamour
Janice Carlye Gay
Gina Jo Godbold
Allison M. Grady
Shane Allen Hale
Jeffrey Alan Hardwood
Abigail Anna Hernandez
Hossein Habibian
Brenda Y. Hishmawy
Anne Marie L. Jorg
Stephanie Ann Krawiecki
Melissa Victoria Kulp
Steven Wayne Long
Kas Tessaen cott McCamick
Yatanna Lee Miller
Terry Lee Miller
Margaret Susan Moley
Jenn Kristen Morgan
Douglas William Ney
Tran Tran
Sant Dale Peterson
Jennifer Lynn Pickett
Fredrick L. Richter
Kyle Michael Rutledge
Amanda Grace Schrader
Chris Brian Schreider
Sant W. Schwette cum laude
Marylands Cathleen Tryggestad cum laude
Jeffrey Scott Kehler
Daniel K. Kitter
Vadie G. Kloiber
Caroline Krelliwauck
Chad Joshua Kilimendi
Joseph Franklin Krykendall
Delani W. Latoe
Joseph Michael Leadie
Janette Claire Linden magna cum laude
Monique Beth Litrum
Martin Howard Lovett
Makata Lind
Robert Dean McDonald magna cum laude
Kathleen Anne Marie Magna cum laude
Ryan Patrick McPeck
Kevin Michael McGuire
Jaison Wayne McWilliams
Arnanda B. Miller
Kenneth Bryan Miller
Kevin Ethan Monke
Susan Anna Montgomery
Tracy Michelle Monge
Collin E. Murphy
Amanda Kay Myers
Eric Ryan Olson
Cynthia Dawn Organ magna cum laude
Bettany Leslie O'Sullivan
Stephanie Ann O'Verdahl magna cum laude
Michael Snyder
Sarah Renee Spano
Chelsie Elizabeth Stasheff
Eric J. Tesen
Jennifer Lynn Stenz
Jared D. Sunner
Jerry Befly Trafton magna cum laude

College of Agriculture and Science

Bachelor of Science

Jeremy M. Adams
Christian Lyle Anderson
e
Mara McJulie Benson
Alycia Marie Brown
Jack Adam Brown
Justin Wade Buerertorth cum laude
Eric A. Campbell
Eric Christian Carter
Kathryn Anna Cash
Carrie Elizabeth Caesar
Melissa Mary Chrisman
Vesna Cvetic
Ioanns Thomas Cotter
Carl D. Creeper
Gregory William Cullen
Randall Earl Ester
Clint Michael Grez
Lee Kevin Heyerdahl
Lea Jean Grissom
Drew Gruenier
Tristen R. Harding
Michael Karl Harris
Andrew hills cum laude
Justin M. Hill cum laude
Neng Winnie Hu Nij Nghiem
Richard James Jackson
Galen Allen Johnson
Avery Christian Sizemore
Shawn Alan Jowett
Phillip Matthew Jones

Jeffrey Scott Kehler
Daniel K. Kitter
Vadie G. Kloiber
Caroline Krelliwauck
Chad Joshua Kilimendi
Joseph Franklin Krykendall
Delani W. Latoe
Joseph Michael Leadie
Janette Claire Linden magna cum laude
Monique Beth Litrum
Martin Howard Lovett
Makata Lind
Robert Dean McDonald magna cum laude
Kathleen Anne Marie Magna cum laude
Ryan Patrick McPeck
Kevin Michael McGuire
Jaison Wayne McWilliams
Arnanda B. Miller
Kenneth Bryan Miller
Kevin Ethan Monke
Susan Anna Montgomery
Tracy Michelle Monge
Collin E. Murphy
Amanda Kay Myers
Eric Ryan Olson
Cynthia Dawn Organ magna cum laude
Bettany Leslie O'Sullivan
Stephanie Ann O'Verdahl magna cum laude
Michael Snyder
Sarah Renee Spano
Chelsie Elizabeth Stasheff
Eric J. Tesen
Jennifer Lynn Stenz
Jared D. Sunner
Jerry Befly Trafton magna cum laude

College of Applied Sciences and Arts

Bachelor of Science

Rhamina Paree Albona
Gilberts Arturo
Joseph Edward Aremamy
Joseph Robert Alston
Abraham Benjamin
Al-khalil
Basho Chukwunye Obi
Dwight W. Alexander
Bardaw Awad Aheishi
Wendy Ann Ayers
Tom Will Amos
William John Amstutz
Michael Carl Anderson
Ariel Lee Anderson
Cheryl Nee Anderson
Craig William Anderson
Kevin W. Anderson
Jesuel Elizabeth Anthony
Jesper Michael Appiah
Gregory S. Aschmburg cum laude
Jonathan E. Attington
Charles Howard Autometer
Randy Lynn Aubel summa cum laude
Elysha R. Austin
Randi Baker
Kevin Dean Baldwin
Jaeon Aaron Baur
Michael Anthony Baker
Robert Lawrence Barton cum laude
Robyn Michelle Beeghly
Michael Ryan Beglinger
John Robert Belcher, Jr magna cum laude
Mark Anthony Bennett
Jordon Grant Bennett
Saulo Alexander Beverley III
Britt O. Bignall cum laude
Lauren Blackhouse
Eric Mathew Blum cum laude
Robert Lee Antonio Blount
David M. Blue
Jason Ryan Bogerd
Robert Driskell
Arthur Taylor Boyd
Richard J. Botti
Alanna Marie Bruno
Andrew Allen Brother III
John Evan Brown
Douglas Bryn Brown cum laude
Janet Lee Brown
Donald Lewis Brown, Jr
Paul R. Brown
Kaitlyn Ann Brice magna cum laude
Kimberly Ann Bugler
Danielle A. Burton
Carlie Danielle Butcher
Jeremy Ryan Wolf
John John Butler
Michael Chris Butts
Tracy Michelle Monge
Carrie Braxton Cashion
Ayah B. Chambers
Gluvera Chen
Kurtis P. Cholke
Carlos Duong
Christopher Anthony-Cucl
Courtney L. Cline
Baldwin A. Cline cum laude
Edgar H. Claxton cum laude
Kenneth Anthony Coakley
Cedric Coch
Elia Muck Cock
Drake W. Dierking
Glenmore Rene Colgan cum laude
Carl L. Vollie Cole
Jesse Cameron Cooper
Scott Brandon Cragan
Stacy Ann Cranmore
Sarah Allan Cuneo
Zachary Aaron Cronga magna cum laude
Michael Anthony Culler
David A. Cole magna cum laude
Julie Anne Cuney
Brian Seth Dinsmore cum laude
Hayley Lynette Evers
Michael James Divita magna cum laude
Rachel Elizabeth Duda
Teddie Noel Dickson, Jr. magna cum laude
Brendan Michael Edward
Jenifer Lynn Defredericks
Jared D. Sunner
Dan Frederick Dietz, Jr.
Ronald C. Dihlick summa cum laude
Christian Allen Dukas
Anthony A. Dungan
Jessa Dee Easton
SHP
The Student Health Programs will be closed Wednesday, December 13, 2000 from 11:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. The Pharmacy will remain open. If you have an urgent medical need, please contact one of the following:

Carbondale Clinic
Urgent Care Center
2601 West Main
549-5361

Memorial Hospital of Carbondale
Emergency Room
405 West Jackson
549-0721

CLASS PROJECT SPECIALISTS
PROFESSIONAL LOOKING CLASS PROJECTS & PRESENTATIONS COME FROM KOPIES & MORE
OVERHEADS: BINDING LAMINATING QUALITY COPIES COLOR COPIES COLOR LASER PRINTS
SELF SERVE MAC & PC WITH SCANNER & ZIPPER

When you leave for winter break or head off into the "real world" don't leave your pet behind. He would be lost without you.

Humane Society of Southern Illinois
Carbondale
(618) 457-2362
C.A.R.E. Carterville
(618) 985-5304

Kluge Pope County
(618) 672-4741

Daily Egyptian
Celebrating 150 years of service

K&M KOPIES & MORE
811 S. ILLINOIS AVE
529-5679
Open Early... Open Late

PROFESSIONAL LOOKING CLASS PROJECTS & PRESENTATIONS COME FROM KOPIES & MORE
OVERHEADS: BINDING LAMINATING QUALITY COPIES COLOR COPIES COLOR LASER PRINTS
SELF SERVE MAC & PC WITH SCANNER & ZIPPER
The Daily Egyptian
would like to congratulate all graduates of
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale!

Good Luck & Best Wishes!
FOR SALE


FOR RENT

ROOMS
1 BED, 1106 E GRAND V8, 457-7631. 2 BED, 114 GORDON V8, 457-8170, DISHWASHER.

Parts & Services

PRIVATE LOT, 1, 250 ft from rec. not in a mobile home park, no water, no gas, 57,200, 457-7631.

Mobile Homes

PRIVATE LOT, 1, 250 ft from rec. not in a mobile home park, no water, no gas, 57,200, 457-7631.

Miscellaneous

GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFTS! Used C/D's, American and British books, 16 oz. books, 1950, 457-7979.

FOR RENT

ROOMS
PARK ME EAST. $200 and up per month, boys, all utilities, house, yard, all new, room ready, ladies on site, 616-1711, 457-0331.

SAULO HALL, dorm rooms for rent, doubles for $59 per month, all utilities included, 457-2975, 457-0331.

ROOM FOR RENT in girls house, 2 blocks from rec, 3 beds & 1 bath, 549-4024.

Alpha's off for Christmas

ALPHA WILL BE ACCEPTING REFERENCE FORMS FOR 2001-2002 LEASES. IF YOU'D LIKE TO GET ON OUR WAITING LIST, YOU MUST PAY FOR THE REFERENCE FORMS AND WE'LL CONTACT YOU WHEN SHOWINGS AND OFFERS START IN FEBRUARY.

For a peek at what Alpha has to offer, check out the website.

http://www.dailyegyptian.com/Alpha.htm

• FULL-SIZE WASHER/DRYER • DISHWASHER
• PRIVATE FRENCED PATIO • CEILING FANS
• WITH PLUGS • BREAKFAST BAR
• SPACIOUS KITCHEN • GARAGES

457-8194 Chris B.
Chris8194@aol.com (office)
http://www.dailyegyptian.com/Alpha.htm

Home Rentals Property Managers Available

504 S. Washington Avenue
www.midwest.com

529-1013 Chris B.
457-8194

FOR SALE

AUTO

BUY, SELL & TRADE, Auto Sales, 605 N Illinois Ave, 457-7631.

Electronics

FAX 457-3208 DAILY EGYPTIAN

Wholesale Direct, 20-30% off, brand name electronic equip, DVD's, VCR's, TV's, and more, 100 Anderson Commons, phone 549-2831.

Mobile Homes

PRIVATE LOT, 1, 250 ft from rec. not in a mobile home park, no water, no gas, 57,200, 457-7631.

Miscellaneous
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